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Bracelets and cuffs for women are delicate and trendy jewelry pieces that go well with all dresses
and on all occasions. Bracelets are also known as armlets or wristbands and are worn around wrist.
Being little and frivolous bracelets are most admired jewelry pieces among females. This jewelry is
made using leather, shells, cloth, metal, wool, wood, rocks and precious gem stones. Leather is the
most fashionable choice for crafting feminine armlets or wrap bands. There a several kind and
styles of bracelets, find below some of them:-

1.  Bangle style bracelets- bangle bracelet fusion was launched in the market just to overcome the
old traditional look of bangles. Leather was used for making these bangle bracelets and
consequently tradition leather bracelet was fashioned.

2.  Charm bracelets- these bracelets are fashioned with rare leather, metals and gem stones are
trendy and expensive.

3.  Beaded wristbands- Beaded wrap bracelet is decorated with multi-colored beads casted with
pearls, glass trinkets, ceramic, precious metals, and leather. They come in unique shapes and
colors which make them ideal for out-of-doors events and camping trips

4.  Leather wrapped bracelet- The concept of wrapped armlets was derived from the  gold wristband
of Cleopatra. Recently, leather cuffs and wrapped bands have turned the teenagers crazy.

One of the bracelet designs which are very much in demand today is Golden Bronze Leather
Bracelets. This unique and exotic handmade Golden Bronze Leather Bracelet features genuine
leather and gold plated brass adornments. This is an original design handmade in Brazil. No two
pieces are exactly the same. It is approximately 2.5" to 3" in Diameter. It's made of genuine leather.

Bracelets and cuffs for women are too much in demand these days, one of the cuffs which is most
admired by ladies is Black Butterfly Leather Cuff Black. This genuine black leather cuff with butterfly
wing cut-out detailing adorned with gold plated brass. Magnetic closure of gold plated brass. This is
an original design handmade in Brazil. No two pieces are exactly the same. It is approximately 3"
wide, 2.25" diameter. These cuffs are generally handmade and are an original design from Brazil. In
some of the cuffs you may find silver studs, silver plated brass adornments etc.

Leather cuffs are a very cool and trendy jewel piece to the conventional women's bracelet. These
stylish leather cuffs have even been taken on as an alternative for watches, making them look so
much more in fashion. Whether plain, or embroidered to play up its rocky appeal, the fact that they
are made from the classic all time leather have positively given this ornament a hip rise, in that way
making men's leather bracelets fabulously fashionable and even known to have made quite the
impression ever since their current introduction in the fashion market.

These armbands come with double, single or multi clasps and are strongly tied around your wrist.
There are ample of shades to select from such as brunette, black, auburn, classic brown, dark
brown , tan, russet, and blood red. By fitting studs, buckles, and gems, you can make them even
more stylish. Racers and disco lovers prefer retro-style bracelets and cuffs that come with spikes
and metal blocks.
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Daniela Zagnolli - About Author:
Daniela Zagnolli was a Famous Brazilian born New York based designer.Daniela Zagnolli is well
known for her notable writings on women lifestyle.Her writings are good and meaningful information
about a Women's Fashion Accessories. See also her latest designs and collections a faux fur
handbags at our online shop. 
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